
IMPORT CLASS RULES 
Remove all air bags, all glass, trim, antennas, headlights, taillights, rear seat, 

stripping, mirrors, license plates, carpets, door handles, plastic grills, and 

headliner. 

Interior must be completely removed. 

Windshield screen with two bars from roof to cowl, no more than 12” apart 

No sharp edges on door bars 

80’s and newer front wheel drive and rear wheel drive cars; 6 cylinders or less; 

108-inch wheelbase maximum 

Pad driver’s door from top to bottom. Pad steering wheel for driver safety. Must 

use at least 1” padding.  

Cars must be able to stop on at least one axle.  

Trailer hitches must be removed. 

 

Aftermarket parts allowed: Gas tank, shifter, driveline, battery box, SMALL 

distributor protector, steering column, tires, intake manifolds, headers & gas 

pedal. 

Doors, hood, and trunk a minimum of 3” on, 3” off, with a ½ inch rolled or 

maximum 2” by 1/8” flat stock. Drivers’ door must be welded or chained. 

 

Cage minimum:  

Rear seat bar with an upright connected to the roof or a halo bar with 10” x10” 

end plates (if not doing a box cage).  Halo/upright MUST be attached to the roof.   

You may choose to add a dash bar, door side bars, & a gas tank protector.  

No larger that 6” tubing to the frame floor or unibody. No kickers of any kind. 



Gas tank protector must be centered, 24” O.D. wide and 4” from back sheet 

metal. 

 

Cars with crush boxes in front of the radiator core support may be removed.  

Original passenger car bumpers only, or 3”x 3”3/16” square tubing. 

No homemade pointy or Chrysler pointy bumpers. Cannot be wider than the 

center of each tire.  

Chrome may be welded to the inside beam. Bumpers MAY NOT be loaded. 

Maximum bumper height is 22” to the bottom of the bumper. 

Rear wheel drive bumper brackets and shock tubes must be what came from the 

factory on the car. All must be removed and a 16” x 4” by 3/16” plate bent in an 

“L” leaving 6” in front and 10” to weld on the frame. No shock tubes may be 

inside the frame. 

 

Weld your front bumper on existing brackets with no added fill 

OR 

A 23” by 4” by 3/16” plate, with the 7” bent to an “L” may be welded to the 

outside of the frame to securely mount a bumper. No added fill & all other 

bumper brackets must be removed. 

Two front and rear bumper straps are allowed. Straps to be no more than 24” x 2” 

by 1/8” or 3/8” chain, one wrap. 

Two core support all-thread up to ¾”. Rubber bushing may be removed. 

Top of frame/unibody seam welding from control arms forward, 3/8” wide, one 

pass. No added metal. 

Gas tank may remain in stock position if it is located in front of the rear axle, okay 

to run minimum gas (2 gallons) or run a standard metal derby tank that is bolted 

in. 

Batteries MUST BE relocated to passenger seat floorboard. 



Body creasing is allowed. Five 3/8” bolts with 1” washers per fender directly over 

the tires. 

One rear and one front window bar is allowed. 

Trunk may semi-canoed. You may crease or tuck the trunk. No wedging. Must be 

at least 12 “from the highest point of the trunk. 

You may make the rear shock solid to stiffen your rear suspension. 

Front wheel drives may replace the rear trailing arms with 2” x 2” tubing.  Must 

be in stock mounting brackets and position. No adjustment of the mounts.  

You may use a maximum 2” x 3” x 4” long tube between the front strut and 

unibody frame. 

Cars with motor mounts that connect the motor to the top of the radiator core 

support may be replaced with a square tube. Bottom mounts may be welded. 

One wrap of chain to secure unibody to subframe per frame rail. Must be 

between firewall and core support. 

Rims must be factory OEM steel rims. Valve stem protectors allowed.  

 

REAR WHEEL DRIVE 

Any 5-lug passenger car NON-MODIFIED rear end may be used. 

Factory leaf springs that came on that car must be run with factory mounting and 

clamps. Do not alter what is on it. 

One chain wrap from the rear frame to the rear end on RWD cars allowed.  

FWD cars are allowed a rear hump plate that’s a maximum of 3” x 16” x ¼” thick, 

and must be contoured to the unibody/frame 

 

 

Rules are subject to change. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


